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地面振動の能動防振 
Active vibration isolation of ground vibration

Honori Inaguma
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Active vibration isolation of ground vibration (x-direction)

• To do the active vibration isolation of the ground vibration(x-direction) 

1. decoupling of L4C(x, y, z), decoupling of PS(x,y) 

2. decoupling of actuator(x,y,z,pitch, roll) 

3. Making the Resonance Compensation filter  to cancel the transfer 
function of the actuator 

4. Setting the gain of PS to mix the signal of L4C and PS properly 

5. Setting the gain of the Servo filter

x方向の地面振動の能動防振
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Decoupling 
decoupling of L4C(x, y, z), decoupling of PS(x,y), decoupling of Actuator(x,y,z)

• For L4C, check the peaks of the 
transfer functions for x, y, and z 
directions 

• Those peaks are the resonance  
of the device 

• Then calculate the matrix 

• For PS and Actuator, put test 
signals of different frequencies in 
the x, y, and z directions 

• Then calculate the matrix
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sxx sxy sxz sxP sxR sxY
syx syy syz syP syR syY
szx szy szz szP szR szY
sPx sPy sPz sPP sPR sPY
sRx sRy sRz sRP sRR sRY
sYx sYy sYz sYP sYR sYY

x y z Pitch Roll Yaw



Decoupling
decoupling of actuator(x, y, Pitch, Roll)

• Even if you put in a signal to 
move only in the x direction, the 
actuators could be actually 
turning to Pitch and Roll as well. 

• Determine components of DD by 
varying the value of the 
components of DD. so that C is 
zero.
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Making the Resonance Compensation filter
To cancel the peak from the transfer function of the actuator

1. Put the test signal in the actuator, and get the outcome of the actuator 

2. Calculate the transfer function of the actuator (by fitting the data) 

3. Make the Resonance Compensation filter as the inverse function of the transfer function



Setting the gain of  Photo Sensor
To mix the signal of L4C and PS properly 

1. Fitting the outcome of L4C and PS respectively 

2. Fix the gain of PS to equate the gain of PS with that of L4C

PS ×
GainL4C

GainPS



Final Result
The result of my active vibration isolation

• Then, set the gain of the Servo filter (as high as possible without oscillating) 

• We got the following result (The gain of Servo filter was 300):
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Final Result and Discussion
The result of my active vibration isolation

• Then, set the gain of the Servo filter (as high as possible without oscillating) 

• We got the following result (The gain of Servo filter was 300):

Thank you for listening!


